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FINAL GRADE

5 / 9

GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

I can see that in the passage you've chosen, Connie is potentially flirtatious. Ultimately, you
move toward the duality in women. You want to take the passage as it is rather than force
something upon it. A different passage that demonstrates duality is when Connie is getting
ready to go out. Here though, she is flirtatious and uncertain about A. Friend.

In the end when you call JOYCE Carol Oates a man, that is an issue. Keep the focus on the
AUTHOR's tone, which means speaking in terms of what you see the AUTHOR is trying to
accomplish through syntax and details.

Some great things going on in the paper, especially early on. Paper weakens as you go.
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 1.1. symbolic imagery?

 2.2. In THIS conversation segment. . .
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 3.3. I think this paragraph does a great job analyzing. Is there anything else in the syntax that reinforces this possibility?

 4.4. lustful or flirtatious?

 5.5. Connie or Oates?

 6.6. I imagine there are many possibilities for WHY. You aren't building a very strong argument here.

 7 .7 . He was "luscious"? Really?

 8.8. This may be true, but I don't think THIS PASSAGE will get the reader all the way to this conclusion.

 9.9. The question may be put differently to fit this assignment better. "So why would Joyce Carol Oates create a lustful/flirtatious
character in Connie? What tone does she take toward Connie?" (IOW, dreamy? nostalgic? urgent? Condescending? ) And so
what?
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 10.10. No, Oates is a WOMAN
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